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Abstract

High availability of server-bound business applications has become crucial in today’s IT
landscape. It is therefore important to monitor these systems for any deviations. Machine
learning can be implemented to improve IT monitoring. In this project, an anomaly detection
using neural networks was implemented on multidimensional real world server data. Having
a proper anomaly detection enables: faster detection of deviations; better capacity for proac-
tive maintenance; and more rapid root cause analysis. Using machine learning to improve
IT monitoring or monitoring of data from other domains in a similar format is neither a new
topic in the industry nor academia. Prior work in the industry is often a black box and dif-
ficult to evaluate, and previous attempts in the academia that use a similar approach as this
project implements run their experiments on different kinds of data. The neural networks
were assessed using different configurations. Additionally, the ideal configuration was then
compared to an established anomaly detection algorithm. The results look promising, but
more data and work is needed to evaluate and tune the approach systematically.



Bætt eftirlit með tölvukerfum með vélrænu gagnnámi

Guðlaugur Garðar Eyþórsson

maí 2017

Útdráttur

Nánast hvert einasta fyrirtæki er háð einhvers konar hugbúnaði við daglegan rekstur. Frá-
vik í tölvukerfum geta auðveldlega leitt af sér alvarleg viðskiptaleg vandamál. Hægt er að
nota vélrænt gagnanám til að bæta eftirlit með tölvukerfum. Góð frávikagreining stuðlar að
hraðari uppgötvun frávika eftir að þau hafa átt sér stað í tölvukerfinu. Jafnframt auðveldar
góð frávikagreining fyrirbyggjandi viðhald og hraðari undirrótargreiningu. Í þessu verkefni
var útfærð frávikagreining með tauganeti á fjölvíðum raungögnum úr netþjónum. Tauganet-
ið var prófað með mismunandi stillingum. Að auki var hluti niðurstaðna borinn saman við
fyrirliggjandi frávikagreiningareiknirit. Notkun vélræns gagnanáms til að bæta eftirlit með
upplýsingartækni í tölvukerfum eða eftirlit þar sem gögn eru á svipuðu formi er ekki ný af
nálinni, hvorki í atvinnulífinu né í fræðasamfélaginu. Svipaðar eftirlitsútfærslur sem notfæra
sér vélrænt gagnanám í atvinnulífinu eru oft ógegnsæjar gagnvart notandanum sem þýðir að
ekki er auðvelt að leggja mat á virkni kerfisins. Fyrri rannsóknir í fræðasamfélaginu sem
nota svipaða nálgun og þetta verkefni keyrðu tilraunir sínar á annars konar gögnum. Niður-
stöðurnar úr þessu verkefni sýna jákvæða byrjun en þörf er á meiri gögnum og frekari vinnu
til að hægt sé á kerfisbundinn hátt að leggja mat á hannaða frávikagreiningu og aðlögun
hennar.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High availability of server-bound business applications has become crucial in today’s IT
landscape. Almost every business depends on some software for running their daily opera-
tions and any downtime of the IT infrastructure can therefore easily translate into a serious
business problem. Such failures can have a great impact on the users of the software service
and even bring the day-to-day operations of the organization to a halt. As the potential for
damage is high, many organizations use Software-based monitoring-solutions-systems that
are designed to minimize the impacts of these failures.
The core features of a good monitoring system include a good overview of the infrastructure,
the ability to monitor the status of both hardware and software services, as well as the ability
to quickly detect any deviations in the system such that system administrators can be notified
as soon as possible. Maximizing the time the administrators have to respond is important
because fixing a problem after it has occurred is almost always much more expensive, and
in the worst case it could be too late.

Many of the available monitoring solutions today only employ manually set scalar thresh-
olds on individual metrics. To achieve good performance for these fixed-policy threshold
settings, the tuning of the thresholds must often be done by a domain expert. As will be
discussed more thoroughly in the background section, even with the assistance of domain
experts, such manually configured monitoring systems are often not good enough.

In this report, an approach is proposed for building a proactive monitoring system that is
based on deep learning algorithms. Our proposed proactive monitoring solution analyzes
the status of the IT environment, both software and hardware, by looking at patterns in data
that is constantly collected from the day-to-day operations of the IT systems. The goal is to
make observations of anomalies in computer systems and services that otherwise would be
too difficult and or too time consuming to detect by a human observer.

An Icelandic company named Miracle closely collaborated with the work that this report
is based on. What they do is best described in their own words:

“Miracle is an independent IT service provider for data warehousing, business
intelligence, databases, operating systems, software and licensing. Our consul-
tants have years of experience from developing and operating IT systems” [51].

Miracle provided the data necessary to make this project possible and their staff was invalu-
able as they provided the domain specific information about the data. The data collected is
multi-dimensional server data ranging from 29 to 80 dimensions, where each dimension is
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a different metric. Thus, all the experiments presented in this report are done on real world
data collected from multiple servers providing services to almost a hundred thousand users.
The aim of the project is to design an approach that can scale-up to work in a full-size pro-
duction environment. The experiments presented were chosen with this objective in mind.
One of the primary goals is to answer the question: How can we use machine learning to
make live monitoring better? To answer this question an overview is given of the monitor-
ing systems and solutions currently available on the market, and an overview of the data
that is used as the input for the prototype implementation. I will then talk about monitoring
solutions that use machine learning, developed both in an academic setting as well as in the
industry setting. I then give a more detailed description of the algorithm I chose to use in my
prototype implementation. Finally, results are analyzed from the prototype implementation
and conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Data

Accessing and measuring the health of a computer system is not a trivial task, and it requires
the collection of data from the system being monitored, and its software. This data can be in
many forms but is often available in formats such as timestamped event logs or standardized
timestamped performance metrics.

Wikipedia [30] describes event logs as follows: “Event logs record events taking place in
the execution of a system in order to provide an audit trail that can be used to understand
the activity of the system and to diagnose problems. ”. To be able to analyze these logs effi-
ciently they need to go through a processing pipeline: starting with the collection of the logs
from the server; shipping the logs from the server to the log management system; and then
the logs must be stored in a format and on hardware that supports the analysis needs. Having
the logs stored in their native format might not be the most efficient way. A step called nor-
malizing can be taken at any stage of the pipeline to parse the log message into a common
format. The data from one or more event logs can be converted, before or after normaliza-
tion, to be represented by one or more dimensions in metrics data. There exist a variety of
standardized log message formats such as Syslog messages and Windows Event logs. Im-
plementing a log pipeline can be done with both commercial and open source software, such
as Win collector [58] for Windows Event logs, Nxlog [49] for Syslog, or the ELK stack [55].

In a complex environment with multiple servers, both the parsing and the pipeline can be
a resource intensive process. Security is also important as event log data can often contain
sensitive information that needs to be stripped out before it is moved to a server outside of
the company. Although log files often contain a repeating pattern that makes them ideal for
compression, storing them can still be a problem. If we want to compress logs, a lossless
compression is needed if we do not want to risk losing some information. Compression is
typically a tradeoff between speed to compress, speed to decompress and compression ratio.
If we assure us that a fast compression for log text can achieve a 90% compression ratio, a
server that produces 100MB of logs a day would provide us with a little less than 4GB of
data over the whole year. If we did not have a software and hardware pipeline capable of
compression, we would be talking about 36.5 GB a year. Both methods can quickly add up
in space requirements when dealing with multiple servers.

Metric data can be synonymous with time series, a series of data points in time order that
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are “widely used in any domain of applied science and engineering which involves temporal
measurements” [35]. The layout of standardized performance metrics can be simplified
with (Measurement name, timestamp, value).

Telegraf [45] is an open source time series data collection plugin-driven server agent writ-
ten in Go that is specially designed for collecting, processing, and writing metrics. Telegraf
uses an interface in Windows named Performance Counters [54] to query values of coun-
ters that can be used to provide information as to how well the Windows operating system,
or an application that is using this interface, e.g. the MSSQL database server, is perform-
ing. The data that is collected from a monitored server using Telegraf can be sampled at a
configurable interval. For example, if a server is sampled at one-minute intervals, then for
some of the metrics the value of the metrics is an aggregated value (Min/Max/Avg) of ev-
erything that has happened that minute. For others, it is the value at the time of the sampling.

This data is sent from the server through a pipeline to a database that is usually optimized
for handling time series data, such as ElasticSearch [41] and InfluxDB [44]. Storing metrics
data with these databases can require orders of magnitude less space than storing event logs.
As a typical monitoring system consists of many components it is ideal also to monitor the
data collection, data pipeline and storage, as otherwise gaps in the collection can accumulate.

The ability to visualize time series data can be helpful in providing a more human read-
able representation that can give a better understanding of the data. For visualization of the
data I mainly considered an open source tool called Grafana [42] that is specifically de-
signed for visualizing time series data. I also considered an open source visualization tool
called Chronograph [43] that is also intended for time series visualization but found it to be
a less mature product and lacking some features of Grafana.

2.2 Machine Learning
Artificial intelligence (AI) is an interdisciplinary research field where the goal is to im-
prove intelligence exhibited by machines [24]. “Weak AI (also known as narrow AI) is
non-sentient artificial intelligence that is focused on one narrow task” [36]. Weak AI is cur-
rently a growing field both in industry and academia. Intelligent Software can beat humans
in Chess, Go and many other games [24]. When building intelligent software, it is limit-
ing if the knowledge that the software uses can only be hard coded. Inputting formal rules
with human labor does not scale, and humans have trouble devising rules that have sufficient
complexity. Machine learning can help with the knowledge pursuit by acquiring knowledge
through finding patterns in data.

“Machine learning is the subfield of computer science that, according to Arthur
Samuel in 1959, gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly
programmed.” [32]

Machine learning approaches can be categorized in many ways, but three are most often
used: Unsupervised Learning, Supervised Learning and Reinforcement Learning. This re-
port will focus mostly on unsupervised learning and touch shortly on supervised learning.
Unsupervised learning seeks to find patterns in data without having access to labels that clas-
sify the data. Supervised learning trains on input data with labels and aims to find the rules
that govern the classification. It then takes unseen data without labels and tries to predict
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the label for it. Reinforcement learning is concerned with how to make an algorithm learn
to react to an environment.

2.2.1 Neural Networks

Neural networks are a powerful machine learning algorithm that was inspired by the neurons
in the brain. Neural network models in machine learning are usually referred to as artificial
neural networks (ANNs) as they are implemented with math and code [25]. The feedfor-
ward neural network was the original design and is the simplest type of ANN architecture
invented. In the feedforward ANN, information only moves forward from the input toward
the output. A simple feedforward neural network includes three kinds of layers consisting
of neurons with a activation function and their weighted connections. The activation func-
tion determines the output of the neurons given the inputs. The most widespread activation
functions are RELU and Sigmoid.

The design of ANN is in a layered structure. First is an input layer, then one or more
hidden layers and finally the output layer. The difference between the network’s estimate
and the ground truth is its error. The value of the error is calculated using a function called
the loss function [31]. By using a method called backpropagation in conjunction with an
optimization method, the weights are adjusted to the extent that they contributed to the loss
value. Learning is done by reiterating again and again while tuning the network’s weights in
response to the error it makes until you cannot reduce the error to any significant extent. A
batch is when the network is fed a part of the data from a training set and adjusts the network
for that data by doing one forward pass and one backward pass. An epoch is when all of the
training data has done one forward pass and one backward pass.

2.2.1.1 Deep Learning

A neural networks approach called deep learning has been gaining popularity in the last
decade [29]. One of the main characteristics of deep learning is that the neural networks are
composed of multiple layers between the input and the output layers. Deep learning attempts
to model high-level abstractions in data. There is no universal standard of how many layers
deep learning networks (DNN) need to have to distinguish it from a shallow one. DNNs
have the potential to model complex non-linear relationships, but the downside is that they
require a high computational cost for training [16].

“Deep learning is a particular kind of machine learning that achieves great
power and flexibility by learning to represent the world as a nested hierarchy of
concepts, with each concept defined in relation to simpler concepts, and more
abstract representations computed in terms of less abstract ones.” [16, page 8]

One of the reasons for the increasing popularity of deep learning is the recent advances in
hardware and software. Many deep learning solutions make use of a graphical processing
unit (GPU) [29]. A traditional GPU is massively parallel and neural networks are suitable
for an efficient parallel implementation. GPUs have shown to be more efficient for some
implementation of neural networks since at least 2005 [4]. GPUs are now widely used
as they are now computationally and budget efficient [29]. deep learning has shown good
results in problem-solving for many domains both in academia and industry [29].
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2.2.1.2 Long Short-Term Memory

Data that can be represented as time series data can be formulated as a sequence. Neural
networks called Recurrent Neural networks (RNN) are specially designed to handle data of
sequential nature. Long short term memory (LSTM) networks [2] are a type of RNNs that
can address many of the shortcomings that the traditional Recurrent Neural networks have.
LSTM networks are capable of learning long-term dependencies in data. Using LSTM with
deep learning has enabled many recent state of the art results from problems where the data
can be formulated as sequential. LSTM is a twenty-year-old concept but over the years has
been improved upon since the initial concept. LSTM has been found successful in many
applications, for example in speech recognition, and major technology companies are using
LSTM networks as core components in new products [16], [29].

2.2.1.3 Autoencoders

The purpose of an autoencoder [16] is to copy its input data to the output. The task may
sound trivial, but the autoencoder must typically do this via a limiting middle layer that
forces it to learn a minimized representation of the input. The output of the encoder is a
reconstruction of the learned representation, and thus we can look at this as a compression
and decompression process. Because of their attributes, autoencoders are often used for di-
mensionality reduction, feature learning or other unsupervised learning methods.

One way to implement an autoencoder is with a feedforward Neural Network but unlike
typical ANNs the middle layers (also know as the hidden layers) are typically narrower
than the input and output layers. This implementation forces the network to learn a smaller
(dense) representation of the input and how to reconstruct the output. To evaluate the quality
of the output we can compare it with the input and calculate the reconstruction error, an error
that learning will try to minimize. The generic autoencoder has thus two parts, an encoder
function, and a decoder function. The encoder function takes in the input and tries to map
the input into a hidden layer that describes a code that is a compressed representation of the
input. The decoder function takes this compressed representation and tries to rebuild the
original input.

If the encoder and decoder are allowed too much capacity, the autoencoder can learn to
copy the input perfectly without extracting useful information about the data. That is called
overfitting. Dropout [9] is one of many established techniques that can be used to combat
overfitting for neural networks. Dropout works by randomly ignoring a portion of the neu-
rons from the network in the training phase of the model. Using dropouts can often result in
a network that is better in generalizing from the data and less likely to overfit it. A side effect
of using dropout is that it has been shown experimentally to have an increased computation
time of a factor of two to three. For a more detailed review of dropout, the original paper can
be consulted. This short introduction aims to give a brief introduction about autoencoders,
but for a reader interested in more details the author recommends the Deep Learning book
from Goodfellow et al. that has a section covering autoencoders.

2.3 Business Understanding
Application performance management (APM) is a broad term in the fields of information
technology and systems management.
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“APM is the monitoring and management of performance and availability of
software applications. APM strives to detect and diagnose complex application
performance problems to maintain an expected level of service.” [23]

Setting up agent software to monitor client systems is often time consuming as bureaucracy
and security checks, both for the software and its data pipeline, are needed. The business
of monitoring can be simplified with an optimization formula, What is the cost of reporting
a false positive and what is the cost of failing to report a true positive? A true positive that
could go unnoticed might, for example, be the sudden trend of a hard drive filling up faster
than usual. When the hard drive fills up it might make an application that was running on
the server unavailable, and by detecting this problem early and fixing it, such failure may
potentially be avoided, thus saving financial resources. The money saved can be in the form
of an on-call technician salary but usually, and to a larger extent, by saving the business
application from unavailability. Such application unavailability can mean worse reputation,
loss of sales, and other negative business impact.

A side product of better monitoring is access to historical and real-time data on the uti-
lization of the IT infrastructure. This data can be analyzed for making a more informed
decision about further infrastructure investments or to find underutilized systems. Finding
underutilized systems allows us to lower the license cost for software and avoid unnecessary
IT expenditure by scaling down the system. License cost for a software license is often tied
to how many CPU cores the computer system has and sometimes the licenses for running
enterprise software outweigh the cost of running a server for the same period, and thus there
can be significant savings.

“If you can spot anomalies early enough, they are an indicator of trouble ahead.
In many cases, there is a lag of tens of minutes between the initial anomaly and
some kind of customer impacting incident.” [18]

An Icelandic monitoring specialist describes the specification for a perfect monitoring sys-
tem [26] in the following four points:

• It should give the operator a clear view of the systems past, present, and future state,
and allow the operator to have a proper context of the problem if something happens
and allow to drilling down to diagnose the root cause.

• The monitoring system should be able to predict a problem that has happened before,
identify problems that have never happened before and automatically run user defined
tasks. Those tasks could include automatic actions to route traffic away from the prob-
lematic servers, take certain steps that fix the problem temporarily, or start a process
in a ticketing system.

• If the system cannot automatically address the issue, it should automatically alert a
human operator with enough time before the problem happens.

• It has to have a good signal to noise ratio as too many false alerts will make the support
staff lose trust in the algorithms ability to detect deviations in the system.

“To support growing IT organizations and newer DevOps practices, applications
and services, performance monitoring is evolving from simple visualization and
basic alarms to utilization of real-time analytics and service models” [57].
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The specification of what to include in a monitoring system should be designed from a
business perspective but not only from a technical point of view. If the monitoring system is
built only from a technical standpoint, it is possible that the business will not take advantage
of the system because it was not built to meet the needs of the business. Due to the cost
of human labor, it is often not possible to staff monitoring systems around the clock by
a human observer. A new intelligent monitoring solution does not have to be better than
a human observer it just has to be better than the current solution and should work with
humans to minimize the impact of failures.

2.4 Evaluating Anomaly Detection
Finding a multidimensional labeled anomaly dataset over a sufficiently extended period that
would be easy to plug into an algorithm for benchmarking is not a trivial task. Several
sources exist that have some of the desired attributes and could be used to benchmark an
algorithm [12], [37], [53]. The results gained from those tests can serve as a comparison
to other approaches on the same dataset. It would most likely only work as hints when
dealing with a different dataset as results from one dataset do not necessarily transfer to
a different dataset. The volume of annotated data needed to benchmark an unsupervised
autoencoder approach is likely to be at least an order of magnitude less than annotated data
required to train a supervised classifier. Whether the same labeled data used to benchmark
an autoencoder could be used to implement a semi-supervised approach that would have a
better result then unsupervised is outside my expertise. A supervised classifier needs to learn
the anomaly from the label provided, but preferable would be able to learn the characteristics
of the anomaly. That requires more labeled data because the likelihood of a sufficiently
similar or the same anomaly happening again on the same system is low. Not all anomalies
are created equal from a business standpoint and different categories of anomaly severity
could be factored into the evaluation for a more business oriented evaluation.

2.5 Related Work
A large body of material exists in the space of monitoring, and it was not feasible to get a
complete overview of all the academic fields and industries where monitoring is studied and
used. The following related work section gives the reader an overview of the material that
needs to be touched upon for a good understanding of the project but understandably it can
not give the reader a full depth overview of it all.

2.5.1 Academic
An extensive survey on online failure prediction methods was published in [6]. Online fail-
ure prediction is the ability to “identify during runtime whether a failure will occur in the
near future based on an assessment of the monitored current system state” [6, page 2]. In the
survey, major concepts are described in detail, and multiple diverse approaches from various
research areas were examined in a structured way. A taxonomy is presented where they cat-
egorize the failure prediction methods into four main groups. The approach that is explored
in this report could be classified in the group of Symptom monitoring. “Symptoms are side
effects of errors” [6, page 20]. Symptom monitoring analyzes data from the system to detect
signs that indicate a failure. With their classification, my approach can be classified further
in to a subgroup called system models. In system models, the failure free normal system
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behavior is modeled, and the output from the model is compared to the current measured
system state. If the case of significant deviation from the model a failure is predicted. The
survey by [6] provided me with an excellent introduction to the academic side of proactive
monitoring. When studying a problem where the data can be looked at as time series data,
it is also ideal to get an introduction to time series analysis [35].

An established anomaly detection algorithm from Twitter, called Seasonal Hybrid ESD (S-
H-ESD), has been used for anomaly detection on real world data. It is a technique for detect-
ing anomalies in seasonal univariate time series, in the presence of an underlying trend. The
underlying algorithm builds upon the Generalized ESD test for detecting anomalies and can
be used to detect both global and local anomalies. In this report, I will not give a detailed
description of S-H-ESD but point the reader to the original paper [10].

Using anomaly detection, also known as outlier detection in information technology, dates at
least back to the 1980s [1]. Anomaly detection by itself has earlier roots and has been studied
in the statistics community as early as in the 19th century [5]. There exists a comprehensive
and well-cited survey on anomaly detection from 2009 [5]. “Anomaly detection refers to the
problem of finding patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior” [5, page 1].
“The performance of different methods depends a lot on the data set and parameters, and
methods have little systematic advantages over another when compared across many data
sets and parameters” [21]. In the context of using Neural networks for anomaly detection, a
couple of studies were in focus. The first study is from 2016 by Pankaj Malhotra et al. titled
“LSTM-based Encoder-Decoder for Multi-sensor Anomaly Detection” [17]. They propose
“a Long Short Term Memory Networks based Encoder-Decoder scheme for anomaly detec-
tion (EncDec-AD) that learns to reconstruct ’normal’ time-series behavior, and thereafter
uses reconstruction error to detect anomalies” [17, page 1]. Their paper shows promising
results on various datasets. The second study from 2015 uses stacked LSTM networks for
anomaly detection in time series data for a prediction model. They train the model on non-
anomalous data from four real-world datasets [13]. [3] is (an older) paper that uses simple
feedforward neural networks and works similar to an autoencoder. It uses a different kind
of activation function in the middle of neural network instead of the traditional sigmoid or
rectified linear unit (RELU).

2.5.2 Industry

Microsoft made available a guide on predictive maintenance [39]. Their guide provides an
overview of different predictive maintenance solutions. That proved valuable during my
research on proactive monitoring, mostly because it gave me a concise summary of the topic
of predictive maintenance from one source. It outlined qualification criteria for predictive
maintenance. The following were the most important points in context of this report.

• A problem solved with predictive maintenance must have data with features that are
predictive in nature to train an efficient machine learning model.

• A supervised algorithm needs regular operation patterns as well as failure pattern
through the training process. Estimating the number of failure events required to train
a model is highly dependent on the quality of the data that is related to the failure
event. “Rule of thumb is that the more the failure events the better the model” [39].
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• Usually more samples are of normal patterns than there exist of failure patterns. The
guide presents common techniques about how to sample data to better handle the
imbalanced dataset. If the dataset consist of 99% normal and 1% failures. It is easy
to build a classifier that is 99% accurate by just predicting every datapoint as normal.
Implementing such a classifier would not add any business value.

For this project I studied several industry monitoring solutions. I focused specially on
three solutions in this space that had advertised themselves as machine learning solution
Grok [47], Netuitive [52] and Datadog [50]. I was lucky enough to get a personal demo with
representatives from both Netuitive and Grok and a trial for all three solutions that allowed
me to gain a deeper understanding of their solutions. I also studied Miracle’s in-house mon-
itoring solution, called the Unicorn. I did not study any other on-premise solutions in detail
as testing them would have required often complicated setups and infrastructure. At last, I
will discuss briefly a new solution called X-Pack [38].

Unicorn is an in-house tool from my industry partner Miracle. It is designed to be an
operating center for IT infrastructure monitoring. It consists of a central management ap-
plication and some remote agents that collect status data on client’s systems or have the
ability to perform a limited set of operations on the customer’s system. Its main features are
central configuration management, central alert processing system and data analysis. It can,
for example, receive status from a remote agent from clients networks that is periodically
checking a manually set policy, which creates an alert in the management system and noti-
fies a system administrator if a server passes a defined threshold.

Grok is a cloud tool that is designed to monitor IT systems for anomalies. It focuses more
on being a tool to detect anomalies in streaming data than being an all inclusive monitoring
solution. Grok is ready for immediate use for monitoring AWS EC2 instances and has a
REST API that can handle custom metrics. When Grok detects an anomaly it provides a
dashboard to better visualize the incident. It then can run a pre-written script to try to fix
the issue. The event can also be forwarded to another monitoring system, like DataDog, or
accessed via an interface for further analysis in a custom application. Grok is built upon an
AI technology called Hierarchical Temporal Memory [15] that is inspired by how the brain
works. For this project I did not research HTM in any depth as it is based on a different
background than I had in machine learning and getting familiar with it would not fit within
the project scope.

Netuitive is a performance monitoring and analytics cloud tool for monitoring IT systems.
They offer collection agents for many environments that communicate to their cloud ser-
vices. I tested their solution using a Windows agent that collected performance metrics
from the Windows operating system and some database metrics. Netuitive also has a mi-
nor collection of data from logs built into their Windows agent. Netuitive offers anomaly
detection but does not give full details of their implementation as some of their algorithms
are proprietary. They provide information on some of these approaches. One of them uses
multivariate correlation. A sudden change in correlation coefficient of metrics that were
correlated in the past, might be evidence that should be analyzed further. Netuitive anomaly
detection implements what they call an advanced analytics technique. Advanced analyt-
ics uses mathematics and proprietary algorithms. This technique has adaptive learning that
works in an online context, that they claim can reduce false positives and false negatives.
The result from their anomaly detection can be processed further to reduce false alerts or to
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signal a more serious true positive. They do this second filtering either by allowing users
to define their own policy or use a domain-specific policy that is pre-made by Netuitive.
In the event of a deviation, they offer visualization of time series models against what had
happened to make root cause analysis faster. I found Netuitive to be a mature product with
many desirable features.

Datadog is a cloud APM tool, with a similar approach to monitoring as Netuitive. However,
Datadog recently shifted their focus to also offer application performance monitoring with
an end-to-end tracing. Datadog provides anomaly detection. Datadog has four algorithms
that are based on established statistical models but have been adapted for application mon-
itoring in the cloud. Their solution is advertised as robust. They claim it is able to handle
missing data and that it will not learn the previous anomaly as usual behavior when training
the system, for example. Datadog also offers a feature that groups together similar behaving
hosts, by using algorithms called either DBSCAN or MAD, and alerts if one host deviates
from the pack as it could be a symptom of a possible issue.

X-Pack is a software that offers anomaly detection on time series data that integrates into
the ELK stack. X-Pack uses unsupervised machine learning and can be utilized for monitor-
ing IT operations. X-Pack currently supports inputs of time series data such as metrics and
logs. X-Pack is made by a company called Elastic a company that focuses on dealing with
data. As X-Pack beta was only published in the last stages of this report, I was not able to
research X-Pack in detail, but as it looks like a promising product I found it relevant to the
topics in this report and therefore it is shortly mentioned here.
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Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 Data Collection and Storage

A working draft of the data collection pipeline that collected metrics from servers was al-
ready up and running on the in-house network of Miracle before I started formal work on
this project. To limit the work needed to gain domain insights into the metrics being mon-
itored, the scope of the project was limited to operating systems and database metrics. We
chose Windows Server as the operating system and Microsoft SQL as the database software.
We have established a Telegraf agent with three companies that have a support plan with
Miracle. Narrowing the focus in this way helped me to get a better overview of the domain
knowledge needed to work in this area.

As discussed in the background section, Telegraf is an open source agent from a company
called InfluxData written in Go, that can be used to collect metrics from various services and
write metrics to various services [45]. Telegraf was deployed on the servers with an in-house
tool that allowed us to change the configuration of the collection agent easily, for example if
we wanted to stop collecting some data or collect metrics that we were not collecting before.
On Telegraf all of our metrics were collected through a Windows Performance Counters plu-
gin. It queried the values of the counters that can be used to provide information as to how
well the Windows operating system or an application that is using this interface is perform-
ing. For this project we only collected a subset of all data that can be gathered through
this interface. All of these servers have between 29 and 80 timestamped metrics sampled
each minute. Picking metrics to collect was done in close cooperation with Miracle as they
have the domain expertise. A full list of metrics that were collected is available in the ap-
pendix (Table A.1) along with a list of servers and their data dimensions count (Table A.2) .

Miracle chose Telegraf for the prototype pipeline, as Telegraf satisfied all core requirements
that I had and getting a different agent software accepted for Miracle customers did not fit
within the project timeline. As I am dependent on the data from Miracle, I did not research
other collection agents. The transfer of data between the Telegraf agent and the database
that stores the metrics (networking, queuing and security) for the pipeline was consulted
with me, but the design and implementation were handled solely by Miracle. Since the
pipeline that collects, moves and stores the data is still under development, there were some
gaps in the collection. The failures happened due to system errors that were not caught early
because the pipeline did not have a designated monitoring on itself at the time. These gaps
were around several months in total over the whole collection period. The design of the
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implementation contains sensitive information, and as the design of the overall pipeline is
not the main scope of the project, it will not be explained further in this report.

InfluxDB is the database solution that I chose for storing the collected data. InfluxDB is
an open source database solution that uses Time-Structured Merge-Tree as its database en-
gine. InfluxDB is ready to use for time-series workloads out of the box, with no additional
configuration needed [44].

There are three main reasons why I chose InfluxDB for storing data for this project:

1. It outperforms Elasticsearch, even when Elasticsearch optimized for time series data.
InfluxDB is 8x faster when it came to data ingestion, 4x better on disk compression
and had 4x to 10x better query performance across various datasets [19]. An instance
of open source InfluxDB running on a single node with good hardware is capable of
handling high load but InfluxDB offers a commercial solution that allows the database
to use clustering of multiple nodes for more performance.

2. There was already a working prototype of a pipeline that utilized InfluxDB working
in-house at Miracle.

3. InfluxDB has good documentation that shortens the learning curve. Consultation was
available from staff at Miracle in matters related to InfluxDB and Miracle was open
for having their staff develop the pipeline further. That meant that I could spend more
time focusing on the core parts of the project.

Querying InfluxDB is possible by using a Python library that connects to InfluxDB HTTP
API. InfluxDB uses a query language called InfluxQL and it is an SQL-like query language.
InfluxQL has built-in functions that can be used to preprocess the data. I use InfluxQL
function to aggregate the data, when performing experiments, I tested different aggregation
intervals of the data. This was useful, as processing the data in a too high resolution, without
getting additional information out of the data, wastes computation resources. Using a too
large interval, on the other hand, could mean too much time until the problem is detected
as the resolution of data allows only the maximum of the interval that is presented to the
algorithm. We could also lose an anomaly, for example as its spike effect is now averaged
over a longer interval. For visualization of the data I mainly used an open source tool called
Grafana that is specifically designed for visualizing time series data. Using Grafana enabled
me to explore and analyze the data in more detail.

The other primary source of data that I found interesting was a list of system deviations.
Miracle currently has a standardized incident report list. The list spans approximately the
last two years for most of their customers. These events were incidents that were reported
automatically by their current manually set threshold checks. Every incident is manually
classified as a real incident or a false alert. The report also contains these automatically
generated values: a timestamp, a category to which the incident belongs, and an error mes-
sage that further explains the incident. All incidents that were not caught by this automatic
mechanism were not logged.
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3.2 Selection of Approach
The first approach that I had planned to explore was multisystem supervised learning for
failure detection. This method could be used when monitoring many clients. Supervised
learning requires the data to be correctly labeled such that it can learn the right lesson dur-
ing the training phase. Real world data typically does not have such labels and the process
of correctly classifying and annotating it is both time consuming and may require domain
expertise. The idea was that this supervised approach could use the Miracle incident report
to train on. Measurements from a given period would be by default labeled normal auto-
matically or classified further if it contains an incident from the incident report. The plan
was to allow the system to learn from a failure in one system and then, on other machines
monitored that have the same configuration, detect the symptoms before the failure happens.

I explored the statistics of the incident report from all of the servers that Miracle is cur-
rently monitoring. As the statistic about the incident report is business sensitive, I only give
the reader an high-level overview. On average Miracle only encountered a few incidents
per day. Not all of these incidents could be used for training a supervised approach as they
handled incidents that happen due to networking, lack of hard drive space, or other reasons.
They were out of scope for this project as we had already narrowed our scope to operating
systems and databases. That left me with less than half of the incidents per day on average.
I concluded that collecting data that could be used for a supervised approach was not fea-
sible due to time frame constraints of this project and the resources needed to set up a new
data collector on at least half of Miracle’s customer base to satisfy the necessary amount of
labeled incident data. I changed my approach to something that would not need labels but
still would solve the task of failure detection. I found that anomaly detection could accom-
plish such a task. I studied anomaly detection that could be performed with Neural Network
methods and deep learning toolboxes that I had studied earlier for this project. In that search
I found autoencoders to be the best tool for the job.

The approach I decided to implement is a Multivariate anomaly detection algorithm that
uses autoencoders for unsupervised learning. Unsupervised algorithms do not need the data
to be labeled. The advantages are obvious when working with unlabeled data but one of the
downsides is that such algorithms typically require quite a lot more data to train on. Using
the input data, a model is trained on the normal instances and learns to reconstruct them.
The intuition here is that when given an anomalous input data it might be unable to rebuild it
well and that would lead to a higher reconstruction error. A comparison of the reconstruction
error between the normal and abnormal inputs would then allow the system to distinguish
the ordinary from anomalous.

Part of the evaluation of these experiments is to discover how well the two kinds of autoen-
coders, under various configuration, impact the model’s performance on the input testset and
how much time it takes to train the model.

3.3 Experiment Design
All of the code for these experiments was written in Python. I used the following libraries
Numpy[33], Pandas [46] and a machine learning library called Scikit-Learn[7]. The goal of
the experiments is to get the autoencoders to learn a model of the data that it trains on, but
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not so well that it overfits and does not generalize well to unseen data.

For managing the experiments, I designed a program that uses JSON configuration files to
configure and run each individual experiment. I also implemented a small script that creates
batches of these JSON configuration files for multiple experiments. Having an experiment
suite helps avoid mistakes both in software and man-made ones that could have accumulated
when running an experiment with multiple separate scripts. Having the suite gives me the
option to run multiple experiments with a click of a button and allows me to run experi-
ments overnight. In these experiments, I tried two different kinds of autoencoders: a simple
autoencoder that uses a fully connected feed-forward neural network, and a sequence-to-
sequence autoencoder that uses Long Short Term Memory neuron (LSTM) cells. All of the
experiments are done on a virtual machine in the cloud so the running time for training can
be included in the examination results.

When choosing a framework to implement the autoencoders in I had some core specifi-
cations in mind. The software should include features for deep learning, be stable and have
a short learning curve. Solution built in the software should scale to work in a practical
setting with minimal effort. Currently there exist a variety of deep learning tool boxes [27].
I explored Tensorflow [14], Caffe [40], Torch [56] and Keras [11]. I found that Keras, run-
ning on top of TensorFlow, best satisfied all my core requirements. I selected Tensorflow
for the backend mainly because of two reasons: I had previous knowledge of Tensorflow,
and as Tensorflow aims to be scalable having it as a backend improves the implementations
feasibility in a practical setting.

“Keras is a high-level neural networks library, written in Python that is capable
of running on top of either TensorFlow or Theano. It was developed with a focus
on enabling fast experimentation. Being able to go from idea to result with the
least possible delay is key to doing good research.” [11]

One of Keras guiding principal is modularity. The Keras library consists of many pre-built
configurable modules, such as different neural network layers or different activation func-
tions for the most common use cases, and is designed to be extensible by allowing users to
create modules to handle a broad range of tasks.

Keras core data structure is called a model, and with it layers are organized. Layers can
be a Neural Network layer or some other custom operation. A traditional Keras layer can be
thought of as a node in a graph as each layer has an input, performs an operation and then
produces an output. Many layers offer to set parameters to tune their operation. A model
can be organized as a sequential list or, for a more complex architecture, it can be built as
a graph. For each model, model wide settings can be configured, such as selecting a batch
size or selecting an optimizer.

The Keras models utilized in this project were implemented with Keras functional API. I
did not need to write any modules for Keras in this project and relied on the prebuilt ones
that come with the library. The neural layers that were used are a Dense Layer (feedforward
ANN) for the simple autoencoder and LSTM Layer (LSTM ANN) for the sequence to se-
quence autoencoder. After training a model with Keras the model can be saved.

At the start of an individual experiment, the data is loaded into the program with a query to
InfluxDB. To speed up later experiments that use the same data we store the query result as
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Numpy array to disk and then read the data back from disk instead of querying InfluxDB
repeatedly. All data is scaled independently per each dimension. All of the data is scaled
between the values zero and one. This is done, so the loss function of the neural network
will work better.

As I cannot be sure that the data the algorithm trains on contains only normal behavior,
an extra preprocessing step called winsorizing can be used. Winsorizing is a technique on
statistical data to reduce the effect of extreme values possibly caused by anomalies [20]. If
an experiment is configured to use winsorizing the highest and the lower data points values
are replaced in their original location. The value of the highest 5% is set to the value in the
95th percentile, and the lowest 5% of the, is set to the value in the 5th percentile.

In all experiments, I split the data into two equal parts using a numpy method: a train-
ingset and a testset (validation data). For example, If we had fourteen days worth of data
the first seven days of data would be used for training and the last seven days for testing.
The trainingset is used to train the algorithm, and the testset is used for evaluation. Having a
testset that the algorithm has not seen before can give us a notion of how well the algorithm
generalizes to unseen data. If winsorizing is applied, it is only applied to the trainingset.

Experiments are run on a virtual machine designed for heavy computation load (c4.2xlarge)
in the Amazon Web Services (AWS). This is done both for making experiments run faster
and to be able to have a closed system so I can measure the running time of the experiments.

As mentioned in the background chapter, GPUs have been used to speed up training for
deep learning. To explore this I also set up a Virtual Machine in the Amazon cloud that
had access to an Nvidia K80 GPU and used Nvidia’s deep learning library to accelerate the
learning on the GPU. After installing and configuring CUDA drivers and GPU deep learn-
ing libraries Keras runs on the GPU seamlessly. In my exploration I ran some unsystematic
testing. However, the experiments had a much slower running time on the GPU machine
than running it on the high-performance CPU machine only. Due to these results and the
added complexity of maintaining a system environment of running on a GPU, I decided to
focus on experimenting on the CPU only Machine and drop any further GPU research. The
reason for the lack of performance of the GPU is not entirely known, but maybe it is due to
the nature of the data or configuration, for example having a low batch number, that the GPU
fails to take full advantage of its power. The Xeon CPU in high performance CPU machine
has many cores and by using Tensorflow as a backend helps because Tensorflow is designed
from the ground up for dealing with parallelism [14].

In these experiments the total depth of the neural network is a combination of a single input
layer and both the length of an encoding function and the length of the decoding function. In
this report there is always an equal amount of layers for the encoder and decoder function.
The encoding dimension is the dimension in the last layer of the encoder function. It spec-
ifies how many dimensions I want to compress the input into. Fewer dimensions mean less
available space for coding. In these experiments the last layer of the encoding function is
the most compressed one but each layer connected to the encoding dimension in both ways
has a dimension count of the encoding dimension times the distance in layers plus one, from
the last layer of the encoding function. The assumption here is that this would allow for
hierarchical learning. This is explained visually, in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: This figure, auto generated from Keras, shows the overview of the layers of a
simple autoencoder. Each box in this graph represents a layer. The input and output values
stand for input and output dimensions. Here the encoder (dense 1, 2, 3) and the decoder
(dense 4, 5, 6) each have a depth of 2 as the depth count starts at zero.
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Experiments can not run forever due to the computational cost associated with it, To es-
tablish the necessary number of epochs. I performed an experiment on a handful of con-
figuration and found a epoch count of 50 to be the right tradeoff between error rate and
computational cost. Therefore almost all of the experiments are run for 50 epochs. Most of
the largest error reduction steps had been achieved in the first 50 epochs, and more epochs
provide diminishing returns. Choosing the right hyperparameters for the neural net can have
a significant impact on model performance, and there is no single best optimizer today,
but results suggest that algorithms such as RMSProp and AdaDelta) perform somewhat ro-
bustly [16]. The optimizer loss function for these experiments is mean squared error. Error
in this context is the difference of what the original input to the autoencoder was and what
the autoencoder produced as output. It is the goal of the optimizer to minimize the loss
function on the training data.

3.3.1 Simple Autoencoder
I use an optimizer called AdaDelta [8] from a family of optimizers with adaptive learning
rates. For this optimizer in Keras it is recommended to leave the parameters of the optimizer
to their default values. That is ideal for this project as it decreases the number of hyperpa-
rameters to tune.

The input can be seen as a 2D shape (batch size, input dimensions). All of the layers in
the network except the last layer have an rectified linear unit as an activation function. The
last layer has a sigmoid activation function.

Experiments were done on a configuration of different encoding dimensions and different
number of hidden layers in the network. I also experimented with various settings of dropout
(see background section) on a different fraction of the input unit for regularization. I did not
experiment with different batch sizes although it might help with better performance. Batch
size was fixed to a time interval of 24 hours.

3.3.2 Sequence-to-sequence Autoencoder
A sequence to sequence autoencoder is implemented by using layers of LSTM units instead
of the simple feed forward neural network. It is called a Many-To-Many LSTM network as
you put sequences as input and you get sequences as output. The input can be seen as a 3D
shape (batch size, the number of samples in each sequence (timesteps), the number of input
dimensions). The length of a sequence is always the fixed period of 24 hours. The decoder is
trained to reconstruct the sequence in reverse order similar to [17]. Batch size is configured
at seven days worth of data. Samples of sequences training data are shuffled before each
epoch. This is Keras default setting, and I did not have the expertise to evaluate whether
I should change this setting. For optimizer, I use RMSprop [48] as Keras documentation
recommends it for recurrent neural networks. It also suggests leaving the hyperparameters
at default setting except for the learning rate. Using these default setting allows us to spend
less time finding optimal hyperparameters. The Activation Function needs to have an output
between zero and one, so it works well with the loss function. I configured the network to
use sigmoid as the activation function as it had these characteristics.

Each LSTM layer in Keras has many different options of configurations. For these experi-
ments, I focused on dimensionality, dropout, and depth of the network. Dropout was tested
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for the first LSTM layer in the encoder and the last layer of the decoder function. Dropout
for the LSTM layers was specified in two ways. The portion of the input units to drop for
input gates and the portion of the units to drop for recurrent connections.

3.3.3 Design of Tests
The primary evaluation of our algorithms is the error rate. Note that however that a low er-
ror rate does not indicate a direct correlation to their ability to detect anomalies, for a more
detailed overview see section 2.4. The error rate is calculated and used as follows: The
validation data is fed into the autoencoder and the output from the autoencoder is compared
to the original input. The difference is used to create an absolute valued error vector. The
error vector is then sent to InfluxDB in a batch of a thousands points per request. By having
the error vector written back to InfluxDB, we can build panels in Grafana to better visualize
and explore the data. For example, for a given time, period we can visualize prediction error
and see where it is spiking and where it is not.

I used Twitter’s univariate anomaly detection (S-H-ESD) to gain a better overview of the
data and to have an algorithm for comparison. These experiment we call the correlation
experiments. I used an open source Python interface that utilizes an R implementation of
S-H-ESD [22]. S-H-ESD was configured on the implementation default settings. It ran on
the same data as the autoencoder with the same preprocessing, but as S-H-ESD is a robust
approach, it did not need a set of normal behavior to learn. The whole time range was input
into S-H-ESD.

The output from S-H-ESD is not directly compatible for comparison with the output from
the autoencoders, but I wanted to check if it would still be possible to find if the two al-
gorithms would show some correlation coefficient. As running S-H-ESD took a long time,
I only ran it for a small subset of the experiment configurations. After running S-H-ESD
the results from S-H-ESD where written back to InfluxDB so they could be used further
and visualized in Grafana. After results both from the autoencoder and S-H-ESD have been
written to InfluxDB they are queried, and correlation tests (Spearman, Pearson) [28] are per-
formed to check whether they are correlated. At the end of an individual experiment, all the
experiment results are then appended to CSV report file that can be used for analyzing the
results later.
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Chapter 4

Evaluations

4.1 Model Training
Models are trained on data from 7 days or 28 days. The same number of days is used for
testing. Experiments were done on both a simple neural networks and LSTM networks. Ta-
ble 4.1 contains different configurations tested on the 11 different hosts. The combination of
configurations adds up to more than 10,000 tests. Results from the autoencoder experiments
show that it was able to learn a good representation of the model with a low mean squared
error on training time that could be acceptable in a practical application.

Table 4.1: Combination of configurations

Name Configurations
Network types Simple, LSTM
Days 7, 28
Data aggregation intervals in minutes 5, 10, 15, 30
Encoding dimensions 1, 3, 5, 10, 20
Depths of an encoder and a decoder function 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Dropout ratios 0, 0.5

The results indicate that using dropouts had minimal effect on both training time and vali-
dation error on both kinds of networks. Winsorizing was tested for the simple networks but
the results indicated that using winsorizing did not improve or worsen the training within a
margin of 1%. The following results indicate a simple network with a five minutes aggrega-
tion interval and with a depth of three for an encoding function or a decoding function and
twenty encoding dimensions with no dropout or winsorization resulted in the lowest valida-
tion error averaged over all the hosts. These results are evaluated further in the following
section titled ideal configuration.

4.1.1 Training Time
Figure 4.1 shows the training time (measured in seconds) that is needed for training different
networks: Simple (seen on the left image) and LSTM (seen in the right image). A different
depth of the encoder or decoder function is evaluated (x-axis) and we also evaluate a range
of encoding dimensions (lines in the graph). Note that all settings not specified in the figure
are based on average values. There is a clear trend (dotted line) that shows that having more
parameters affect training time, such is the case for having more encoding dimensions and
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Figure 4.1: These figures show that different amount of training time is needed for training
Simple network (left) and LSTM network (right). On the x-axis the depth of the encoder
or decoder function is specified. The y-axis shows the amount of training time needed in
seconds. The lines represent the different number of encoding dimensions, one line for
each, the dotted lines shows the combined trend line. Note that all settings not specified in
the figures is based on average.

a deeper network. Another observation is that we can see that LSTM networks, that have
more parameters than the simple neural networks, take a lot longer time to train or up to
20-25x times longer. I also observed that having less data reduces training time, such as in
the case of higher aggregation intervals or fewer training days.

4.1.2 Error on Validation Data

The point of the following experiments is to see how different configurations affect the error
on validation data. A low error rate is often a good indicator that training was successful,
such as at the task modeling the normal behavior of a system. Note however that a low
error rate does not indicate a direct correlation to the ability to detect anomalies, for a more
detailed overview on anomaly detection evaluation see section 2.4. The results from all the
settings that are not specified in the figures are based on average.

In Figure 4.2 you can see how different configurations affect the error on validation data.

Figure 4.2(a) shows the evolution of the error as the aggregation interval is increased. Over-
all, the figure shows that the Simple configuration has a much smaller error than LSTM. A
second observation is that as the aggregation interval is increased, the error grows slowly.

Figure 4.2(b) shows how the error is affected by the number of days trained on. I had
expected for both kinds of networks that a longer training period results in a lower valida-
tion error. LSTMs perform more than two times worse than a simple network when trained
on 28 days.

Figure 4.2(c) shows that simple networks have much lower error values than an LSTM net-
works and the error difference between depths is substantial between the first three depths,
but as we go deeper, the difference becomes minimal. For an LSTM network the result
indicate that the network performs best when shallow and as the network deepens at depth
one the error gets slightly worse and then stagnates with more depth. This could be due to
the lack of training examples, and the network might be having trouble adjusting to the high
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: These figures show the different error in validation data resulting from various
configurations both for a Simple network (dark) and LSTM network (light). On the x-axis
the name and value of each configuration are listed. The y-axis shows the resulting mean
squared error on validation data. The lines represent different kinds of networks. Note that
all settings not specified in individual figures are based on average.

amount of parameters that a deep LSTM has.

Figure 4.2(d) shows an ongoing trend that more encoding dimensions lead to better re-
sults for both kinds of network. There might be an upper limit to this trend that was not
explored with these experiments as having too much encoding dimensions would allow the
autoencoder too much representation power so it would learn to copy its input too well (for
example overfit) but not concentrate on the learning patterns that are in the input.

4.1.2.1 Simple

Figure 4.3 show that all of the hosts display a similar error rate except for the error rate
achieved on MSSQL server for company C is considerably higher than from the rest of
the hosts when using a simple neural network (left). This could indicate that there was an
anomaly in the training or validation data or the behavior of the host was in a pattern that
was harder to learn than the behavior of the rest of the hosts. Evaluating this behavior in
more detail did not fit within the scope of the project and I also did not have complete access
to the system to do those evaluations. As you can see when comparing the two kinds of
networks that LSTMs (right) have a higher error rate for all the hosts.

Figure 4.4 shows on the x-axis how the number of encoding dimensions affects the mean
squared error on validation data both for a training period of 7 days (top) and 28 days (bot-
tom). The results show an ongoing trend that more encoding dimensions lead to better
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results. There might be an upper limit to this trend that was not explored with these exper-
iments. Again, allowing too much encoding dimensions would allow the autoencoder too
much representation power so it would learn to copy its input too well (for example overfit)
but not concentrate on the learning patterns that are in the input. Error difference between
depths is substantial between the first three depths, but as we go deeper, the difference be-
comes minimal.

4.1.2.2 LSTM

Figure 4.5 shows that a shallow network with 20 encoding dimensions provided the lowest
error when trained on 28 days (bottom) as the network becomes deeper the network perfor-
mance decreases, this could be due to the network having too many parameters compared
to the training data available. The network trained on 7 days (top) performance is almost
constant on all configurations and I suspect that it is due to the lack of training data.

4.1.3 Ideal Configuration
The point of this experiment is to evaluate the ideal configuration further with a larger epoch
count. The ideal configuration resulted in a configuration that can seen in Table 4.2

Table 4.2: The Ideal configuration setting

Name Configuration
Network type Simple
Day 28
Data aggregation interval in minutes 5
Encoding dimension 20
Depth of an encoder or a decoder function 3
Dropout ratio 0
Winsorization Not applied

Figure 4.6 shows that the largest error reduction steps are taken on the first 40 epochs. After
around 100 epoch the error reduction becomes almost stagnant. When we compare the
results from Figure 4.7 we can see that a network trained for 200 epochs (left) provides

Figure 4.3: This figure shows the average mean squared error (y-axis) achieved over all the
experiments that were performed using a simple neural network (left) and LSTM (right) on
the validation data. Results are separated to show different error rates between individual
hosts (x-axis). The dotted lines on the graphs show the average mean squared error over all
the hosts.
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error rate that is a little lower over all the hosts than training the network for 50 epochs
(right). Due to the low training time of a simple network, I would say that the extra training
time needed for more epochs might be worth it.

4.2 Evaluating Correlation with S-H-ESD
As presented in subsection 3.3.3 correlations experiments were run with an algorithm called
S-H-ESD. S-H-ESD ran separately for each dimension of the same data and was compared
with the result from the ideal configuration of the autoencoder. The results from the ideal
autoencoder configuration and S-H-ESD were tested with correlation tests and by visualiz-

Figure 4.4: These figures show in detail the resulting different error on validation data for
a Simple networks. Each figure shows networks trained on a different number of days (7
days top, 28 days bottom). On the x-axis the depth of the encoder or decoder function is
specified. The y-axis shows the resulting mean squared error on validation data. The lines
represent the different number of encoding dimensions, one line for each. The dotted lines
show the combined trend line. Note that all settings not specified in the figures are based on
average.
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Figure 4.5: These figures show in detail the resulting different error on validation data for
LSTM networks. Each figure shows networks trained on a different number of days (7 days
top, 28 days bottom). On the x-axis the depth of the encoder or decoder function is specified.
The y-axis shows the resulting mean squared error on validation data. The lines represent
the different number of encoding dimensions, one line for each. The dotted lines show the
combined trend line. Note that all settings not specified in the figures are based on average.

ing their results. The range of correlation coefficient (CC) is from -1 to 1. The closer the CC
is either to the bounds +1 or -1 the stronger the correlation is, which a value of zero means
no correlation relationship. The results of the experiments show that the outcome from the
two algorithms is on average not significantly correlated. Although result indicates that the
two algorithms are not correlated directly, it cannot support evidence to assess the quality
of the autoencoder approach and more data and work is needed to access the quality of the
implementation more systematically. That did not fit within the time frame of this project.
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Figure 4.6: This figure shows the average mean squared error rate (y-axis) achieved over all
the 200 epochs (x-axis) that were performed using the ideal configuration on validation data.

Figure 4.7: These figures show the average mean squared error (y-axis) rate achieved over
all the experiments that were performed using the ideal configuration on validation data
trained on a different epoch number, 200 (left) and 50 (right). Results are separated to show
different error rates between individual hosts (x-axis). The dotted line on the graph shows
the average mean squared error over all the hosts.

Table 4.3: This table shows results on different host tested with Spearman rank-order corre-
lation coefficient, Pearson correlation coefficient and the p-values.

Hosts Spearman C.C P-value Pearson C.C P-Value
Company A MSSQL Server 0.18 0.01 0.08 0.01
Company A Server 1 0.26 0.01 0.15 0.00
Company A Server 2 0.26 0.01 0.09 0.00
Company A Server 3 0.22 0.01 0.05 0.01
Company A Server 4 0.16 0.01 0.06 0.01
Company B MSSQL Server 1 0.30 0.01 0.12 0.00
Company B MSSQL Server 2 0.29 0.01 0.13 0.00
Company B MSSQL Server 3 0.22 0.01 0.12 0.01
Company B Oracle Server 1 0.11 0.15 0.01 0.01
Company B Oracle Server 2 0.48 0.01 0.20 0.00
Company C MSSQL Server 0.25 0.01 0.15 0.01
Average 0.25 0.02 0.11 0.01
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Figure 4.8: This figure shows how results from S-H-ESD can be visualized together in
Grafana. This figure shows data from Company A MSSQL Server. The prediction error
is on the y-axis and the time scale is on the x-axis. For a clearer visualization, the data is
aggregated by averaging data up to an hour.
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Chapter 5

Discussion, Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Discussion

What method would I pick if I had more data to train on? Simple networks show signif-
icantly better results of learning the model, but are they only applicable to learn simpler
anomalies? To answer that question we would need more unsupervised data to train on and
labeled data to benchmark on. As LSTMs are designed for handling sequential data, my
initial hypothesis was that LSTMs would be superior in learning a model of the server under
monitoring, but the experiment proved otherwise. A few possible explanations for some of
the results might be: LSTMs have more parameters to train than a simple network, so they
need more data to learn; that I did not find the optimal hyperparameter setting for LSTMs;
or the patterns in the data were too simple, so it was more suitable for a simple ANN.

Collecting more data may not solve the problem, even if you have the time to wait, as if
you train for example longer than two years, the odds of a significant system configuration
change happening to make the training obsolete are substantial. For instance, an operating
system upgrade could change the model.

With more data to train the sequence-to-sequence autoencoder on, it could also be tested
with a different configuration for fixed length of sequences, for example, one where a week
is one sequence. This configuration might be useful when systems exhibit different behav-
ior between workdays or on weekends. This would, however, produce long sequences and
optimizing LSTMs with long sequences can be tricky. You could shorten the sequences by
using a higher aggregation interval, but then you risk losing out important information so a
balance must be found.

A small side product of this project is an anomaly detection program that is now running
in-house in Miracle. It is based on a slightly modified implementation that was used for
doing S-H-ESD experiments in this project. It currently monitors the same eleven servers
and is using the same pipeline that was utilized for this project. It checks each of them
for anomalies on a five-minute interval and in the case of an anomaly, it writes back to In-
fluxDB. Those results are then displayed in Grafana where a system operator can get a better
overview of the results and set manual thresholds that can be used to signal an alert. It is not
a production grade software and not designed as such. The result from it can still serve as
a user experience overview of how a system administrator could use the results and visual-
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izations from an anomaly detection algorithm to improve system monitoring with proactive
monitoring and faster root cause analysis.

5.2 Conclusion
As discussed in the background chapter, the evaluation of anomaly detection algorithms can
be done in many ways. The way it is evaluated in this report has its benefits, as it allows
us to have a measurable metric of performance with no labeled data needed. Although, as I
mentioned in the discussion section, more unsupervised data for training would have been
preferable. I have evaluated a combination of configurations for an autoencoder and found
an ideal setting that provided the lowest error rate on the validation data for all the config-
urations that were tested. The training time for the ideal configuration is acceptable in a
practical application.

One of the weaknesses of the evaluation method is that without labeled data to bench-
mark, a clear comparison with other methods becomes harder. Such a comparison might
be necessary to warrant the use of the autoencoder in a business setting. Adding threshold
mechanism is also needed so the autoencoder prototype can be utilized on such labeled data
this is discussed in more detail in the next section on future work.

Overall the results presented here look promising. We have shown that it is possible to
learn a model that can model normal behavior with a low error rate which is the premise
needed for anomaly detection from observing abnormal behavior. More data is however
needed for a more systematic evaluation of the algorithms we used, and more labeled data
would be especially useful.

5.3 Future Work
The following is a list of observations and ideas gathered during the project that I did not
have time to implement. Thus I present them as future work in a priority order:

1. A significant source of issues of Miracles customers revolves around space usage. In
this report, I decided not to focus on implementing a solution as more computationally
efficient and more proven algorithms exist that could handle the space prediction, and
a software collector agent for MSSQL databases that had the capacity to monitor the
size of the databases in detail was not available to me at the time. Moreover, these
univariate prediction algorithms exist out of the box, for example, Holt-Winters that
is included within InfluxDB. Solving this issue is possibly a low hanging fruit from
a technical standpoint, but from a business perspective it could prove to be greatly
beneficial.

2. Designing a mechanism that could flag what is an anomaly if a reconstruction error
from the autoencoder goes over a certain threshold over fixed or a dynamic period.
That kind of a mechanism can be calibrated for better performance with access to
labeled data.

3. Better benchmarking of the autoencoder anomaly detection capabilities with a labeled
dataset of anomalous and normal behavior.
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4. Due to limited time and as computational resources cost money, I was partly con-
strained in selecting configurations for the experiments. More configurations of the
neural network can be tested if money and time are not an issue. For example, I would
want to explore having encoding dimension as a fixed value between the host’s dimen-
sions count, not a fixed constant for many hosts with different dimensionality, to see
whether that provides us with better results.

5. Deep learning research is currently a very active field both in academia and industry,
and it was not feasible to get a complete overview of the state of the art of the field
during the time frame of this project. It would be interesting to evaluate whether more
sophisticated deep learning methods would give us better results. For example study
Deep Generative Models [16] including variational autoencoders.

6. During the project, I had some ideas to extend the metric collection to collect more
metrics. By collecting more metrics it might be possible that the autoencoder would
have a better overview of the system under monitoring and therefore lead to smaller
error rates and better detection. Monitoring more low-level metrics could improve
earlier detection of anomalies by detecting a symptom of an anomaly on a low-level
metric before the effect of the anomaly show up later on a high-level metric. With
Miracle, I explored and designed the idea of extending the MS SQL server monitoring
using a Telegraf plugin [34], as well as gathering data from event logs and turning
them into metrics. Both of these ideas were implemented by Miracle staff on a pro-
totype scale on one server under monitoring and the collected data visualized with
Grafana.

7. The approach presented in this report only uses normal data for training. To use it in
a practical setting, a domain expert must manually and carefully select a time period
when the system behaved normally that will be used for training. As systems usually
evolve and a normal behavior six months ago might not be normal today, this approach
comes with a high maintenance cost. A more efficient way would be to implement
an online system that is run in production. As the anomalies will happen live, they
need to be preprocessed before they are fed into the learning model, as otherwise the
model would learn that an anomaly is normal behavior. However, if they are rare they
probably have little influence in training. Another issue that needs to be addressed
when dealing with an online system is how to handle the irregular sampling of metrics,
for example when a collection agent goes down and does not sample for some time
periods. Solving these problems in my experiments was not put within the scope of
the project but needs to be resolved to allow the solution to work unsupervised in an
ever-changing live environment.
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Table A.1: List of all metrics being collected with Telegraf and used as input into the pro-
totype implementation. Note on some of the hosts some of the metrics are not used. For
example, a non-database server does not utilize database metrics.

Title Category
Bytes Received/sec Windows network interface
Bytes Sent/sec Windows network interface
% Usage Windows pagingfile
% Disk Read Time Windows disk
% Disk Write Time Windows disk
Current Disk Queue Length Windows disk
% Interrupt Time Windows cpu
% Privileged Time Windows cpu
% User Time Windows cpu
Available Bytes Windows memory
Cache Faults persec Windows memory
Demand Zero Faults/sec Windows memory
Page Faults/sec Windows memory
Pages/sec Windows memory
Pool Nonpaged Bytes Windows memory
Pool Paged Bytes Windows memory
Transition Faults/sec Windows memory
MSMQ Incoming Messages Windows Microsoft message queuing service
MSMQ Outgoing Messages Windows Microsoft message queuing service
Full Scans/sec Windows sqlserver accessmethods
Index Searches/sec Windows sqlserver accessmethods
Page Splits/sec Windows sqlserver accessmethods
Table Lock Escalations/sec Windows sqlserver accessmethods
Workfiles Created/sec Windows sqlserver accessmethods
Worktables Created/sec Windows sqlserver accessmethods
Worktables From Cache Ratio Windows sqlserver accessmethods
Buffer cache hit ratio Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Checkpoint pages/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Database pages Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Free list stalls/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
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Integral Controller Slope Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Lazy writes/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Page life expectancy Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Page lookups/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Page reads/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Page writes/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Readahead pages/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Readahead time/sec Windows sqlserver buffermanager
Auto-Param Attempts/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
Batch Requests/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
Failed Auto-Params/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
Logins/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
SQL Compilations/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
SQL re-Compilations/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
Safe Auto-Params/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
Unsafe Auto-Params/sec Windows sqlserver general statistics
User Connections Windows sqlserver general statistics
Latch Waits/sec Windows sqlserver latches
Errors/sec Windows sqlserver sql errors
Longest Transaction Running Time Windows sqlserver transactions
Transactions Windows sqlserver transactions
Context Switches/sec Windows system
Processor Queue Length Windows system
System Calls/sec Windows system

Table A.2: A list of all server being monitored for this project and their correspondent data
dimensions count.

Host Data dimensions
Company A MSSQL Server 62
Company A Server 1 45
Company A Server 2 40
Company A Server 3 29
Company A Server 4 36
Company B MSSQL Server 1 59
Company B MSSQL Server 2 80
Company B MSSQL Server 3 58
Company B Oracle Server 1 35
Company B Oracle Server 2 51
Company C MSSQL Server 79
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